
G
lobal M&A for the first half of 2011

totalled US$ 1,161bn, up 27.9%

from the same period in 2010 (US$

907.8bn). Deal count was down by 2.7% at

5,684 announced deals compared to 5,843

for H1 2010. H1 2011 was the busiest H1

period since H1 2008 which closed at US$

1,266.1bn.

Despite a strong start to the year, US M&A

dipped in Q2 to US$ 186.3bn, a 33.4%

decrease compared to Q1 2011 (US$

279.6bn), though a 4.4%increase on Q2 2010

(US$ 178.5bn). Even with the Q2 dip, US

activity for the first half of the year reached

US$ 465.9bn, which is its highest sinceH1

2007 (US$ 844.5bn) and a 44% increase on

the same period in 2010 (US$ 323.5bn).

JP Morgan, having led the global M&A

financial advisory tables by total deal value

in the first quarter of the year, has been

displaced by Goldman Sachs. Goldman has

worked on all three of the largest deals

announced in the second quarter of 2011.

The growth of private equity-backed

buyouts is continuing last year’s

momentum, with H1 2011 seeing buyouts

valuing a total of US$ 134.7bn. This is

59.2% higher than H1 2010 (US$ 84.6bn),

and the strongest first half-year since H1

2008 (US$ 165.5bn). Q2 2011 saw US$

73.4bn-worth of buyouts, an 19.8% increase

on Q1 2011 (US$ 61.3bn). Buyout activity in

both Q1 and Q2 2011 was higher than in the

equivalent quarters in 2010, by 86.9% in

the case of Q1 2011 (US$ 32.8bn in Q1

2010) and 41.7% for Q2 2011 (US$ 51.8bn

in Q2 2010).

With the announcement of 160

insolvency deals totalling US$ 6.9bn so far

this year (down 70% from H1 2010 with

US$ 23bn), the value of insolvency deals

has continued to go down, and H1 2011 was

the lowest first half since H1 2006 (US$

6bn). The second quarter, with 75

insolvency deals valued at US$ 3.9bn, saw

the lowest Q2 value since Q2 2008 (US$

3.2bn).

Mega-deals (over US$ 10bn) accounted

for a total of 17.6% of the value of global

M&A announced in H1 2011, with US$

202.7bn-worth of deals announced, up

46.5% from H1 2010 (US$ 138.4bn).

European M&A stands at US$ 391.7bn,

an increase of 57.5% compared to H1 2010

(US$ 248.7bn) and the busiest H1 period

since H1 2008 (US$ 499bn). Q2 saw US$

215bn-worth of deals, a 21.7% increase

compared to Q1 2011 (US$ 176.7bn).

Asia-Pacifi c M&A stands at US$ 163.7bn,
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up 6.8% compared to H1 2010 (US$ 153.4bn) and is the busiest H1

period since H1 2008 (US$ 199.7bn). Q2 activity is down 19.2%,

from US$ 90.6bn to US$ 73.2bn. Acquisition International talks to

the leading adviser s about the 2011 so far in their jurisdiction…

What are the key strengths of your team? Have you won

any awards/accolades recently?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “The key strength of our team

is a long and very large international experience in international

deals for Italian clients and in Italian deals for non Italian clients.”

Benoit Simpelaere: “Our multilingual team in the heart of

Brussels combines a thorough knowledge of the sectors mentioned

above with a straightforward commercial approach.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “In view of the numerous transactions we

have handled over the last 25 years, the MAL Group has

extraordinary experience in the area of mergers & acquisitions as it

pertains to intellectual property. I have been selected as a

“Superlawyer” in the Mergers & Acquisitions Section of New York

Superlawyer Magazine the past four years.”  

Ravi Kini: “With our pan India presence and on the strength of

our dedicated lawyers specializing in their respective fields, we are

able to offer the best advice both in litigation and in corporate

matters with less turnaround time and on enviable rates. We have

also had legal professionals who have earlier held high position in

banks and hence our team represents a perfect blend of specialized

legal professionals with sector specific expertise.”

Isabel Dutilh: “The key strengths of our team are mainly three:

knowledge, experience and customer relationship.

“Our lawyers have a high level of training and extensive

experience advising companies in all sectors. And our relationship

with customers has been featured in major directories sector.”

Dev Erriah: “Erriah Chambers has many qualified tenants

specialised in different areas of corporate, financial, civil and

criminal litigation, who  provide different  insights and perspective

to the work undertaken.”

What experience and expertise do you bring to the table

during a transaction, and how does this assist in getting

deals through to completion?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “Experiencing the same

problems of non Italian firms in Italy and of Italian firms abroad

gives us a wider background than those who have only a one sided

experience.”

Leonard W.N. Hawkes: “Transactional success depends on

close collaboration with our firm’s specialists in various areas

including competition law, tax law and labour law.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “We have handled complex multinational

transactions involving substantial intellectual property portfolios,

as well as more modest transactions.  The MAL Group has

significant familiarity with the types of provisions that typically

need to be included in merger; acquisition and asset purchase

agreements as well as knowledge of the laws and practice of the

relevant international jurisdictions to which the intellectual

property rights pertain.  Because of this specialized knowledge

accumulated over many years, the MAL Group requires little in the

way of a learning curve to handle intellectual property transactional

matters on behalf of its clients.”

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano is a senior partner of LawFed

Bianchi Rubino-Sammartano & Associati, a firm that is frequently

involved in national and international acquisitions and spin offs.

Benoit Simpelaere, Partner, and Leonard Hawkes are

both Members of DBBs Corporate team. The firm specialises in

financing for both well-established and start-up companies in

diverse sectors including: logistics and distribution networks, real

estate, information technology, mining and biotechnology - as well

as asset deals for distressed companies.

Lanning G. Bryer is a partner in the New York office of Ladas

& Parry LLP and is the Director of the firm’s Mergers, Acquisitions

and Licensing (“MAL”) Group.  Mr. Bryer counsels clients in

commercial transactions involving the acquisition, divestiture,

licensing, securitization and other commercial uses of intellectual

property rights.

Ravi Kini is Managing Attorney at MV Kini & Co.  M.V. Kini &

Co. is a leading Law Firm empanelled with Air India Limited, IATA,

Brihan Mumbai Electricity Supply and Transport Undertaking,

National Highways Authority of India, Dedicated Freight Corridor

Company Limited and others.  The firm also advises on projects for

Railways, Metro Rail, etc. 

Vialegis Dutilh Abogados is positioned as one of the leading

law firms in the Spanish market for all specialisation areas within

the scope of business law. With offices in primary business and

financial locations in Madrid and Barcelona,Vialegis Dutilh

Abogados has become a point of reference in the sector. Isabel

Dutilh and Pablo Usandizaga are co-managing directors.

EUROHOLD, S.L.specialises in CF in TMT, Health, B2B

Services, Logistics, Distribution, Retail, Food Industry and

Environment. Jean-François Alandry is CEO of EUROHOLD,S.L.

G Elias & Co is one of Nigeria’s leading business law firms.  G

Elias & Co has an international outlook and an outstanding record

of carrying out critical, innovative and complex work to the highest

standards.  The firm’s corporate finance areas include mergers and

acquisitions, corporate restructuring, debt and equity financing.

Fred Onuobia is the Managing Partner at the firm.

Dev Erriah is Head of Chambers at Erriah Chambers, a firm

that specialises  in Finance, competition, offshore companies, funds,

international banking & privatization, international tax & trust,

mergers & acquisition, banking, private equity & venture capital,

structured finance, aircraft finance & leasing, international

arbitration & litigation.



Jean-François Alandry: “Seniority in

negotiations lead, sectors knowledge, cross-

border transactions experience, total

implication in deals completion including

data-room organization or due diligence

supervising and participating to SPWA

negotiation.”

Fred Onuobia: “The key strengths of

our team are practical legal knowledge and

experience and focus on the specific

requirements of the transaction.

Experience has shown that clients are often

focussed on the particular goal in sight and

fail to see the larger legal, regulatory and

business landscape.  My team’s role is to

merge the clients’ goals with the extant and

potential legal and regulatory regime.” 

Dev Erriah: “Apart from being a Trust

and Estate Practitioner (TEP), I have more

than 10 years experience, specializing in the

legal aspect of offshore business activities,

international banking and finance,

investment funds of all form, international

and domestic tax law, international tax

planning, international trust law and

domestic trust, corporate laws, structured

finance, international business law,

domestic and international litigation, cross

border insolvency, assets tracing and

protection, economic crime and money

laundering law, air-craft leasing and

financing, aviation and shipping law,

legislative drafting, drafting trust

documents, commercial transaction

documents, legal opinions on all areas of

law, due diligence reports on local

companies and litigation, tailoring all such

services to meet specific clients’  needs.

“I was also the first Chairman of STEP

Mauritius (Society of Trust and Estate

Practitioners) respectively. I am also a

member of the International Bar

Association and forms part of Committees

N (TAX) and E (Banking).”

Have there been any notable deals
(size, complexity, duration, etc.) that
you’ve been involved in over the last
quarter? How were you able to secure
the role/s?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “Our

clients include multinationals and foreign

Governments. Our Bar expects its members

to treat information on clients and their

business in strict confidence.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “Ladas & Parry LLP

represented Merck & Co, Inc. in their

merger with Schering-Plough involving the

transfer of ownership of tens of thousands

of patents. The MAL Group has also

represented Chrysler Group LLC in

marshalling its foreign patent portfolio as

collateral for financing obtained from

private institutions and The United States

Department of the Treasury. Ladas & Parry,

LLP has also assisted PPG Industries, Inc.

in regularizing ownership of thousands of

trademarks acquired for SigmaKalon.”

Ravi Kini: “Few of our recent deals

comprised of advising Mumbai-based

technology Infrastructure Company in the

acquisition of Bangalore-based e-

governance service provider, in an all cash

deal to increase the company’s hold in e-

governance projects.  We have also assisted
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a world-class manufacturer of high quality

electronic components for the global

industrial and telecom in the acquisition of

a Company registered in England and

Wales engaged in the business of

manufacturing all types of transformers and

inductors.”  

Jean-François Alandry: “Yes,

purchase of Xacom by JZI and participation

of SES Iberia (Siparex/Banco Espirito

Santo) in GLT. Those 2 PE accepted to

invest in these fast growing, profitable and

exporting Spanish companies despite of

local economical crisis and taking into

account our recommendations.”

Fred Onuobia: “Some of the several top

deals we advised on include the Central

Bank of Nigeria (“CBN”)/Bank of Industry

US$3.3bn Quantitative easing lending (the

largest lending ever in Nigeria), the Asset

Management Corporation of Nigeria

US$20bn Bond Issuance Programme (the

largest ever bonds offering in Nigeria) and

the NGL II Project US$1.1bn Additional

Debt Tranche.  We secured these roles

through bids, referrals and introductions.”

Dev Erriah: “We have numerous deals

last quarter, inter alia, a cross border loan

transaction for an extended loan amounting

to USD 50 million with the borrower from

Singapore, multiple guarantors from

Mauritius and Cayman Islands, syndicated

loan transactions notably between local

company and various local banks for an

amount of MUR 80 million and other loan

transactions between local and foreign

borrowers.”

How does your firm add real value to

the deal?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “If our

firm adds a real value to the deal, it is its

focus on psychology to understand the

other party and to conduct patient and

creative negotiations.”

Benoit Simpelaere: “The Belgian

economy is founded on small and medium

sized private companies. Counselling these

clients involves working with them on all

steps in the life-cycle of a company,

including development by external growth,

mergers or acquisitions, divestiture and,

indeed, dissolving a business.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “My colleagues and

I always put their clients’ objectives first

and foremost; used to working under tight

deadlines, and being able to access an

expansive database of proprietary

transactional documents enables the Group

to promptly and accurately process the

necessary data.”  

Pablo Usandizaga: “The added value:

our way of working based on our values

(clear approach, applying legal criteria to

solutions, commitment to providing results

and client relationships based on trust) and

our professional team.

“The economic crisis has highlighted the

importance of partner participation along

all the legal advice. But this was our firm´s

approach. For Vialegis Dutilh Abogados

giving the best service and to add value to

the clients has been our goal.”

Jean-François Alandry: “Another

time strong knowledge at an international

level of determined activity fields, cultural
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proximity and strong control of all the

process.”

Fred Onuobia: “Our values of

teamwork; responsiveness to clients’

requests; creativity; ethics; continuous

improvements in everything that we do;

and exceeding clients’ expectations enable

us to add value to the deal by providing

creative and business-oriented solutions to

the complexities of the deal.”  

Dev Erriah: “Erriah Chambers is a

high-quality Chambers specialising in

International tax law, International trusts

law, International Business laws and all

aspect of offshore business activities.

We always have in focus to provide a

better, faster, higher value legal product to

sophisticated purchasers of legal services.

We continue to aim at providing

personalised services to all client and to

remain available at all times for assistance.”

What patterns and levels of

transaction activity have you

witnessed in your jurisdiction over

the last six months? How has Q2

compared to Q1?

Leonard W.N. Hawkes: “On 14th

June the Belgian D’Ieteren Group

announced that it would sell its controlling

stake in Avis Europe for 315 UK pence per

share valuing Avis Europe at about 719

million €uros. 

“Also on 14th June the Belgium based

chemical company Tessenderlo announced

it had signed an agreement (subject to EU

approval)  to sell polyvinyl chloride (PVC)

and chlor-alkali businesses to INEOS

ChlorVinyls (part of UK-based Kerling, a

leading manufacturer of PVC and caustic

soda in Europe) for €110m on a cash-free,

debt free basis.

“On 23 June, Ageas, the Dutch-Belgian

company, announced that (subject to

regulatory approvals) it would transfer all

of the run-off business of its (former Fortis)

reinsurance captive Intreinco to Swiss Re.

The transaction will, reportedly, be

structured as a transfer of liabilities

(amounting to €143m as at 31 December

2010) against a one-off payment by Ageas

to Swiss Re.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “Despite the

softness in the economy, our firm has

noticed an increasing level of activity in the

area of M&A. Absent major disruptions to

the economy; we believe this trend will

continue. The second quarter has been

equally, if not more active. Certainly we

have not seen any significant retrenchment

in the M&A area.”  

Isabel Dutilh: “We have observed an

increase in the volume of operations. Most

of them are consolidation movements and

acquisitions of Spanish companies by

foreign companies. There are good and

solid Spanish companies with cash flow

problems due to the difficult access to

credit. This is seen as an opportunity to

enter the Spanish market.”We have

observed an increase in the volume of

operations. Most of them are consolidation

movements and acquisitions of Spanish

companies by foreign companies. There are

good and solid Spanish companies with

cash flow problems due to the difficult

access to credit. This is seen as an

opportunity to enter the Spanish market.”

Fred Onuobia: “The surge in activity

has been largely banking sector-specific and

has remained unchanged both in Q1 and

Q2.  The CBN has set a September 30, 2011

deadline for undercapitalised banks to re-

capitalise or be liquidated.”

Dev Erriah: “Mauritius is progressively

paving its way to establishing a solid

investment fund industry in the offshore
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sector, the banking sector alone is over $1

billion. About 90% of the active funds invest

in Indian securities and shares and more

than half of the registered offshore funds

are listed on international stock markets.

South Africa, the United States, India and

Non-Resident Indians represent the major

sources of offshore investment.”

The first half of 2011 has marked a

significant increase in M&A activity

in many regions across the globe.

What factors have driven this?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “An

increase in acquisitions is characterizing

2011 while also spin offs are frequent. We

have noticed a clear willingness to acquire

transnational markets.”

Benoit Simpelaere: “Different reasons

appear to have driven the Belgian

companies’ divestment decisions

mentioned above: but infact they have a

common theme, which is bringing focus to

a core business. D'Ieteren explained that its

business would become less cyclical and

less capital intensive.  Tessenderlo will exit

from the commodity chemicals market and

can focus on higher margin speciality

chemicals. Ageas will simplify its

organizational structure and should have no

reinsurance liabilities on its general account

by year end.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “Companies have

accumulated large amounts of cash and are

waiting for appropriate investment

opportunities. Compared to a few years ago,

the economy is more stable, so companies

are likely looking to seize opportunities

more aggressively.”   

Pablo Usandizaga: “The economic

recovery experienced in other countries has

had reflect in the increase of activity. And it

has also encouraged Spanish companies to

internationalize and try to look for

partnerships abroad.”

Jean-François Alandry: “In our

opinion recovery of occidental stock-

exchanges , a strong Private Equity activity

after a 3-year grey period and a global move

to a new international economical model.”

Dev Erriah: “A higher level of

investments has been the main cause of this

increase. The stabilisation of Mauritius’

offshore sector along with many more

regulations is very much assisting the

monitoring of the framework. Finally, there

may be some reputational risks associated

with potential money laundering in the

offshore sector, though recent measures to

strengthen the Anti Money Laundering

(AML) regime should help to mitigate this

vulnerability.

So far this year we have seen some

major transactions outside of the

typically lucrative industries; which

sectors have been particularly active

in your jurisdiction? And who and

where are the buyers? 

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano:
“Fashion, luxury, great distribution, food

industry, transportation and energy are

amongst the main areas. European firms

which were frequently the object of

American deals, in recent years 

have taken the initiative.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “We have seen

activity in the automobile manufacturing

and rental industry, the retail catalog

industry, and the online service and

publishing industry. Buyers are not limited

by geography. Well run companies that

have substantial cash balance sheets are

uniquely positioned to look for and seize

growth opportunities. That can happen

anywhere.”   

Jean-François Alandry: “The credit

crunch has obliged investors to move

towards less leveraged transactions and

different industries capable o generate

returns thanks to double digit growths.

Health, Technology, Environment and

Renewable energies are clearly under

spotlights.”

Fred Onuobia: “ The banking sector

has seen the most activity.  Buyers have

been a combination of foreign private

equity firms and local entities.” 

Dev Erriah: “The location of Mauritius,
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situated in the Indian Ocean between

Africa, China, India, and Australia, offers a

successful business base and proximity for

both regional and international trade. U.S.

companies use Mauritius as a launching

platform to tap regional markets through

Mauritius’ membership in the Southern

African Development Community (SADC)

and the Common Market for Eastern and

Southern Africa (COMESA), which offer

preferential access to a market of 400

million consumers.” 

In 2008 the US market fell first to

credit crunch causing ripple effects

across the globe, now on a reported

upward swing, the US’s current

position bodes well for a full global

recovery. Have you witnessed any

encouraging signs of economic

recovery within your jurisdiction this

quarter? 

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “There

are in our opinion signs of economic

recovery and even more that the business

does not want to remain passive and is

optimistic as to its own energies.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “Companies are

cautiously getting back in the M&A market

even though they still have their eyes fixed

on costs. However, if they see the ability to

obtain market share or some other revenue

enhancement at possibly discounted value,

they will go after it. This quarter, well

managed companies with good balance

sheets have an opportunity to act and a

number of them are doing so. We anticipate

that this trend will continue unless

unforeseen negative factors come along to

disrupt it.”  

Ravi Kini: “Like many other sectors,

due to timely action and strong policies and

guidelines framed by the Government, the

global downturn had not much impacted

the Indian industry. In fact during the

global meltdown, the Indian industry has

witnessed a comparatively high mergers

and acquisition deals across the world.

Taking into account economic growth and

development of infrastructure in India large

deals are expected in 2011.”

Jean-François Alandry: “It seems to

be that international large private equity

players have decided to invest now in Spain

due to the proximity of an economical

recovery and to the strong and profitable

(see relative weight in IBEX 35) LATAM

link.”

Fred Onuobia: “There have been

sustainable reforms implemented by the

CBN and the Securities and Exchange

Commission. The appetite of the banking

sector to lend has since improved as a result

of these reforms.”

Dev Erriah: “The real economic growth

is expected to rise during the second half of

2011 as global manufacturing improves.

The global economic recovery is thus

anticipated to remain broadly on track for

the year as a whole despite significant

downside risks in a few specific economies.”

Do you have any predictions

regarding Q3 M&A activity within

both your jurisdiction and from a

global perspective?

Mauro Rubino-Sammartano: “Based

on such impressions, we expect acquisitions

to continue at the same pace, if not to

improve.”

Leonard W.N. Hawkes: “Energy,

health, insurance and technology sectors

that consistently generate cash seem most

likely to generate new mergers and

acquisition activities.”

Lanning G. Bryer: “Unless there are

significant new or aggravated negative

economic factors, we anticipate that the

level of merger activity will continue to

climb. If economic factors improve, then

merger activity would accelerate at a faster

pace.”   

Dev Erriah: “We expect to see a higher

level of investments and a few joint

ventures. The stabilisation of Securities Act

in Mauritius along with many more

regulations is very much assisting the

monitoring of the framework. We have

recently seen the opening of the first

Islamic Bank in Mauritius for retail and

investment banking and with the ever-

increasing improvement of the local legal

and regulatory framework to cater for

Islamic Banking practices, we may

anticipate an increase in demand for legal

assistance in this specialised practice.”
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Afridi & Angell is a commercial law firm with offices in Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah and has over
35 years of experience in the UAE and Middle East and South Asia ("MESA") regions. Shahram
Safai, partner and head of the Real Estate department at Afridi & Angell.

"We have 8 partners and around 30 associates drawn from UK, USA, Australia, India, Pakistan,
Canada, Lebanon, Sudan and Egypt servicing clients including financial institutions, public sector
bodies, successful businesses and private individuals.

"Our partners are leaders in their fields across a broad range of practice areas including corporate
& commercial, private equity, banking & financial services, capital markets, privatization,
infrastructure and project finance, maritime and transport, litigation & arbitration and real estate."

What areas of real estate do you (and your team) specialise in?
"Afridi & Angell represents clients across the entire spectrum of real estate development, from
master community developers and project developers, to unit purchasers, contractors and
subcontractors. 

"Our advice covers the lifespan of real estate development, also. The acquisition of the plot and
registration with the relevant authorities, to sale of units off-plan and completion of construction,
through registration of the Owner's Association and the documentation governing the management
of jointly owned property.  

Have there been any notable deals (size, complexity, duration, etc.) that you've been
involved in over the last quarter? How were you able to secure the role/s?
"Sale of Ritz-Carlton hotel in the Dubai International Financial Centre ("DIFC"), one of the free
zones within Dubai, for AED 1.1 billion. The deal is the first of its nature in the DIFC and involves
(a) the registration of the first strata plan pursuant to the DIFC's Strata Title Law, establishing a
scheme of easements and covenants governing the interaction between the hotel and the adjacent
Limestone House and (b) the creation of the first body corporate under the DIFC's Strata Title
Law to manage the common
property the hotel and the adjacent Limestone House."

What patterns and levels of transaction activity have you witnessed in your
jurisdiction over the last six months? How has Q2 compared to Q1?
"The political upheaval that has been experienced across parts of the Middle East has led to some
concerned parties seeking to move investments and bases of operations from affected areas to
Dubai. This has led to increased numbers of real estate transactions. The current over-supply in
the real estate market, though, has prevented there being any perceptible increase in market prices."

"Comparing Q2 to Q1 we have seen an increase in the level of construction disputes. Whereas
previously disputes tended to be limited to those between unit purchasers and developers, now
some developers' income has dried-up to the extent that they have become unable to pay their
contractors. As we move into Q3 and Q4, it is expected that this litigation will trickle-down further
so as to involve sub-contractors."



T
he WTS’s consulting activities in the corporate finance sector

focus on the tax, legal and financial advice of M&A transactions

and complex re-organisations. Acquisition International speaks

to Prof. Dr. Alexander Hemmelrath, a member of the executive board

of WTS GROUP Aktiengesellschaft and managing director of WTS

Hemmelrath GmbH. 

“Based on our broad knowledge of national and international

corporate tax law we not only develop from a tax and legal point of

view highly sophisticated acquisition structures. We also have long

experience in providing financial, legal and tax due diligences. And

after closing we negotiate the acquisition structure with the tax

authorities and we provide post merger integration services.”

So what are the key strengths of your team? Have you won

any awards/accolades recently?

“The special expertise my team can offer comprises particularly tax

optimizing structures based on many years of in house experience in

well-known corporations and consulting companies. Furthermore, our

clients enjoy to be provided with financial, legal and tax advice from

one team only!

“Best Tax & Accountancy Advisor Germany” 2010 and 2011 by

World Finance legal services and “best tax & accountancy advisor

Germany” 2010 by European CEO.”

What experience and expertise do you bring to the table

during a transaction, and how does this assist in getting

deals through to completion?

“Over the last 30 years of my professional activity I certainly have

gained a very good sense of clients’ needs and motives combined with

a solid solution-orientated approach to my advice. Ongoing

development and deepening my professional expertise, of course,

always has been a vital skill in my comprehension of a dignified

advisor. Consequently I structure a deal for my clients, negotiate it

and finally draft the agreements.”

Prof. Dr. Alexander Hemmelrath, how does WTS

Hemmelrath GmbH add real value to the deal?

“With regard to consultancy, we encounter challenges which are as

versatile as our clients. We individually develop the best solution for

every issue. This requires comprehensive expertise and professionals

being able to think out of the box. This is why the experts from our

various fields of business work together very closely in an intersectoral

and interdisciplinary way.” 

The first half of 2011 has marked a significant increase in

M&A activity in many regions across the globe. What factors

have driven this?

“On the one hand, at least in Germany economy has revitalized

significantly. On the other hand, due to signs of growing inflation

investors were decreasing liquidity.”

So far this year we have seen some major transactions

outside of the typically lucrative industries; which sectors

have been particularly active in your jurisdiction? And who

and where are the buyers? 

“We see a growing number of private investors and family owned

businesses looking for either innovative investments or comparatively

cheap opportunities to add to their portfolios.”

In 2008 the US market fell first to credit crunch causing

ripple effects across the globe, now on a reported upward

swing, the US’s current position bodes well for a full

global recovery. Have you witnessed any encouraging

signs of economic recovery within your jurisdiction this

quarter? 

“Signs in the Germany market show that the German economy has

even considerably more recovered than the US economy.”

Do you have any predictions regarding Q3 M&A activity

within both your jurisdiction and from a global perspective?

“My view is that M&A activity will continue to increase during Q3.”
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Dr Anton Micallef Ph.D.(Lond.)
PARTNER 

Level 15 The Business Tower, Portomaso, Malta

Tel: 356 21 382 111 /999   Email: amicallef@avmtgroup.com
Web: www.afridi-angell.com

International corporate work is at the heart of AVMT Advocates’ practice. Bank lending
and restructuring are areas of strength as part of a broader financial services practice.
Anton Micallef is Partner at the firm.

What experience and expertise do you bring to the table during a transaction,
and how does this assist in getting deals through to completion? 
“We are a small dedicated team which has worked together for more than ten years in
Malta where we have acted on the buyer or seller side including involvement in almost
all the major privitisation transactions ranging from the airport, telecoms, port
concessions and energy sectors. Our proactive, business like, practical approach to
identifying legal frameworks and contract language that succeed in capturing the true
business spirit of the deal have proved to be key to our success. We have advised on
transactions whose values range from € 50 million to €1 billion.”

How does your firm add real value to the deal? 
“We have the mind set of a businessman who wants to secure the deal and not that of
a typical lawyer who gets lost in drafting and tries to secure prima donna roles.”

The first half of 2011 has marked a significant increase in M&A activity in
many regions across the globe. What factors have driven this? 
“The opportunities for competitive acquisitions of companies coming out of a
recession.”

So far this year we have seen some major transactions outside of the typically
lucrative industries; which sectors have been particularly active in your
jurisdiction? And who and where are the buyers? 
“In 2008 the US market fell first to credit crunch causing ripple effects across the globe,
now on a reported upward swing, the US’s current position bodes well for a full global
recovery. Have you witnessed any encouraging signs of economic recovery within your
jurisdiction this quarter? Economy is generally level with steady growth in the tourism
sector and overall positive despite the international recession.”

Do you have any predictions regarding Q3 M&A activity within both your
jurisdiction and from a global perspective? 
“The online gaming industry in Malta will continue to grow and fuel M&A work.”

Achim Bader
Senior Manager 

Thomas-Wimmer-Ring 1, 80539 Munich, Germany

Tel: +49 89 28646 2728   Email: achim.bader@fortesse.de
Web: www.fortesse.de

Fortesse Consulting GmbH is one of the fastest growing Business Consulting
companies in Germany today, specialising in helping their clients to complete and
generate the most value from their sell side as well as their buy side transactions.
Achim Bader is a Senior Manager Transactions and Restructuring & Turnaround
Management at Fortesse Consulting GmbH in Munich, Germany.

What patterns and levels of transaction activity have you witnessed in your
jurisdiction over the last six months? How has Q2 compared to Q1?
“M&A activity has increased significantly compared to the same period last year. So far
we see about the same high level of activity in Q2 compared to Q1. Many clients who
haven´t sold their companies in 2010 are now eager to sell.”

The first half of 2011 has marked a significant increase in M&A activity in
many regions across the globe. What factors have driven this?
“We can see that the increased deal activity is due to the need for catching up combined
with the rising board level confidence, the cash on the balance sheet and the once again
available access to credit.”

So far this year we have seen some major transactions outside of the typically
lucrative industries; which sectors have been particularly active in your
jurisdiction? And who and where are the buyers? 
“We have had transactions from different industries within the first half year of 2011
but we see that within mechanical engineering industry there has been lots of activity.
Buyers are truly international - We have seen activity especially from buyers in the US,
India or China in the market.”

Do you have any predictions regarding Q3 M&A activity within both your
jurisdiction and from a global perspective?
“Despite the turbulences in the world we believe that the level will remain constant for
the second half of the year within our jurisdiction since there has to take place still a
lot of catching up and the  German economy is currently doing very well. “

Rainer A. Kuhnen
Senior Partner 

Prinz-Ludwig-Strasse 40A,
84354 Freising, Germany

Tel: +49 8161 608 302   Email: RAK@patentfirm.de   Web: www.patentfirm.de

Kuhnen & Wacker has 35 years of experience in the field of Intellectual Property and
over time has acquired an excellent international reputation. Rainer Kuhnen is Senior
Partner and Co-Founder of Kuhnen & Wacker, alongside Paul-A. Wacker. The firm has
75 employees and 15 attorneys.

Please describe a typical client?
“We service both the domestic and oversees markets; from Individual or SME specializing
in some technological niche and requiring world-wide protection for its leading edge
technology to big corporations needing large numbers of patents around the world.”

How does your firm stand out from local competitors in terms of the services
you offer?
“We are dedicated to service our clients with highest quality at still reasonable costs. We have
a fine mix of older attorneys with huge experience over time, and younger very energetic
attorneys, who may, in case of need, rely on the experience of their older colleagues.”

What does an IP adviser bring to the deal table? 
“In a word “due diligence”, firstly we conduct an analysis and value assessment of the
IP portfolio (patents, trademarks, designs) to be purchased with the company, and

then  make the analysis of licensing in and licensing out contracts as to problems or
even deal-breakers.

“Examples for a show stopper: (a) the company to be purchased has licensed out a very
important product to the main competitor, and this contract cannot be quickly
terminated; (b) an important product has been licensed in by the company to be
purchased, and this contract can be quickly terminated.”

Why is intellectual property a company's most valuable asset? And what steps
should a company take to protect their IP?
“Renowned trademarks are most valuable because they can be maintained infinitely.
Important patents (example: block busters) may generate a huge cash flow for many
years as no competitor can undercut good prices.  Companies should file with PTO’s
and invest enough money in initial filing to optimize this.”

What are you predictions for IP law in your jurisdiction over the coming 12
months?
"Wording of the Regulation for the new unitary EU patent available for all EU countries
except Italy and Spain. Will come into effect soon."
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A
cquisition Interntional speaks

Napoleão Casado Filho, one of the

partners in Clasen, Caribé & Casado

Filho Sociedade de Advogados, who

specialises in International Arbitration about

dispute resolution in Brazil.

“We have advised British company in a major

Arbitration case in the Arbitral Center of Brazil-

Canada Chamber of Commerce (Brazilian most

reputed Arbitral Center). Napoleão Casado Filho

is the coach of the Pontifícia Universidade

Católica team in the Willem C. Vis International

Commercial Arbitration Moot in Vienna,

helping undergraduate and post-graduated

students to develop their advocacy skills,

especially in Commercial Arbitration. Roberto

Gomes Caldas has advised some of the main

Brazilian Infrastructure companies in some

arbitral proceedings in Brazil.

Who normally engages your services– i.e.

large multinationals/government etc?

“As our firm has an international

atmosphere, being able to help our clients in

deals involving different states and cultures,

multinationals are one of our main clients,

but local enterprises also engage our services.

We have clients from France, Japan,

Portugal, United States and Netherlands.

What experiences do you posses in

terms of international disputes and the

laws of different nations?

“Napoleão Casado Filho is Associate

Professor of Conflict of law in Pontifícia

Universidade Católica and of International

Arbitration in the Post Graduation

Programme of FGC (Fundação Getúlio

Vargas). Roberto Gomes Caldas is Scholar in

Administrative Law in Pontifícia

Universidade Católica. Our clients

continuously need advice when drafting their

contracts in regard to this matter.”

How has your role changed since the

peak of the market? (i.e.  shaping

deals, different deal structures etc)

and how does your firm differentiate

itself from the competition?

“ We do invest in our Counsel’s

formation in the main universities of Brazil

and worldwide. Arbitration has incredibly

increased in Brazil in the last decade and we

believe that taking part in the main events

of Arbitration (ICCA Congress, ICC Events

and CCBC group of studies) is the best way

to keep in touch with the international

arbitration community.”

In Q1, we saw the return of the large

deal in your jurisdiction (Telefonica's

move to acquire a controlling stake in

Vivo).  Have you seen any further

evidence of investor confidence

returning to Brazil?

“Actually, we understand that investor

confidence has not fallen in the last 2 years.

As the new government seems to have a

better control of public expenses then its

predecessor, we believe that economic

stability in Brazil will continue, keeping

investor’s confidence in high levels.”

Which sectors are attracting foreign

investors? How has this impacted on

investment immigration?

“Brazil is not only economical

opportunities. It has also a very friendly

atmosphere in regard to foreigners in

general. Thus, not only big companies have

arrived in Brazil in the last decade, but

small entrepreneurs have chosen Brazil as

their new place to invest and live. In the last

year, 55,000 foreigners have obtained a visa

to live in Brazil. Many of them are investors

that may apply to a Visa with a minimum

investment of 50,000 USD and the creation

of some local jobs.”

What are the firm’s goals for the rest of

the year?

“Our goal is to establish long-term

relationships with our clients, based on

quality, efficiency and ethical commitment.”

Do you have any predictions for 2011, in

terms of demand for International

Arbitration and investment immigration in

Brazil?

“We believe that the real state area and the

Construction Industry will lead the

investments in Brazil for the rest of the year,

as the World Cup 2014 approaches and the

Olympic Games 2016 is quite near.

Investment immigration in these areas shall

rise, and the litigation and arbitration

proceedings tend to follow this pace.”
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